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	PREJECT'S TITLE: in-silico drug-discovery fueled by the molecular data of high-speed afm
	Lead: Ignacio Casuso-Paramo
	Co sup1: Pierre Pudlo
	Co sup2: 
	Abstract: Our project is on in-silico drug discovery: based on drug chemical synthesis, and thanks to the unprecedented molecular-level information enabled by ultrafast atomic force microscopy, we will use state-of-the-art mathematical algorithms to analyse visual data and set up original and efficient back and forth between in-silico proposals, chemical syntesis and in-vivo studies. Specifically, Bayesian optimization (and multi-armed bandit algorithm) are sequential Monte Carlo techniques for optimization of black-box functions. This family of algorithms achieves a trade-off between exploration of completly new configurations and exploitation of good configurations discovered along the run of the algorithm. Pharmaceutically, our process will achieve more efficient (time and cost) selection chemical structures for their synthesis and medical testing.
	Objectives: Obj1) To develop an in-silico drug discovery Bayesian optimization (molecular descriptors by collaboration with www.kode-solutions.net) using unprecedented HS-AFM data of the molecular action of drugs. Obj2) To identify the best drug candidate structures for chemical synthesis. Obj3) To produce the best candidates (collaboration with https://martinlab.nl/). Obj4) HS-AFM+Bayesian optimization of the synthesized drugs for evaluation of goodness.
	Expected profile: The ideal candiate would be an early-career reseacher with a background in mathematics and atomic force microscopy, with a first experience in understanding the molecular basis of biology. A first knowledge in biological data is essential. 
	Project continuation: This is an entirely new project
	References: 1. Zuttion F, Sturgis J. and Casuso I. (2020). Nat Commun 11, 63122. Pyzer-Knapp, E. O. (2018). IBM Journal of Research and Development, 62(6), 2-13. Eswari, J. S., Dhagat, S., & Yadav, M. (2019). Computer-aided Design of Antimicrobial Lipopeptides as Prospective Drug Candidates. CRC Press
	3 references: Zuttion F., Colom A., Matile S., Farago D., Pompeo F., Kokavecz J. Galinier A., Sturgis J. and Casuso I. (2020), High-speed atomic force microscopy highlights new molecular mechanism of daptomycin action, Nat Commun 11, 6312Casuso, I., Redondo-Morata, L., & Rico, F. (2020). Biological physics by high-speed atomic force microscopy. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A, 378(2186), 20190604Zuttion, F., Redondo-Morata, L., Marchesi, A., & Casuso, I. (2018). High-resolution and high-speed atomic force microscope imaging. In Nanoscale Imaging (pp. 181-200). Humana Press, New York, NYMarin, J. M., Pudlo, P., & Sedki, M. (2019). Consistency of adaptive importance sampling and recycling schemes. Bernoulli, 25(3), 1977-1998Grollemund, P. M., Abraham, C., Baragatti, M., & Pudlo, P. (2019). Bayesian functional linear regression with sparse step functions. Bayesian Analysis, 14(1), 111-135Mengersen, K. L., Pudlo, P., Robert, C. P. (2020). Case Studies in Applied Bayesian Data Science. Springer International Publishing


